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It was developed by a group of three men under the name Blue Sky Productions. The level designs were done by the Italian
Mario tribute artist Osmar Siden with 3D modelers Felipe Alguacil and Carla Inagaki. This fan-game is also an unofficial sequel
to Super Mario 64. Gameplay The game is a tribute to Nintendo's Super Mario 64, and includes many features found in that
game. One new feature is the "bouncing blocks" mechanic. Mario is able to transform his body into a brick-shaped object which
bounces off walls. It can be used for grabbing items and jumping on enemies, as well as other uses, such as grabbing platforms
and jumping on them, which grants a boost. The level designs are based on many ideas used in Nintendo's Super Mario 64.
Many of the enemies and hazards used in Super Mario 64 appear in this game. While the stages are based on the architecture
and layout of Nintendo's game, many of the objects found in them are altered slightly, and several stages feature custom or
original objects. Some of the levels and their mechanics are inspired by ideas in Mario 64. Some of the features not found in
Super Mario 64 include double-jumping and running through pipes. The "Boom blocks" from the original game also appear,
along with some new blocks that can be created. Other additions include a Power Moon feature, the "Big Wheel", a series of
tracks that can be moved along by the player, and the "Big Cheese" and "Big Star" tracks, each of which are able to be opened
by entering a code at the end of their respective levels. As in Super Mario 64, Mario can either play alone or with other players
in a two-player mode. The player character is Mario, and the other character is a "guest star", a clone of Mario that appears in
the background. Mario uses the Super Mushroom power-up, the Fire Flower power-up, the 1-Up Mushroom, and the Super Star
to defeat enemies and obstacles, similar to those found in Super Mario 64. However, rather than using the C-Stick to rotate and
move the camera, a new "Play" button in the control scheme is used. The game supports the use of the GameCube controllers, as
well as the use of Game Boy Advance GameCube controllers, due to the modified control scheme. Some enemies have been
altered from the original game. The flying squirrels in the air that 82157476af
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